ABSTRACT In this paper, we show the uses of centroid vectoring for attitude control of floating base robots. To derive the control algorithm, we utilize dynamical and kinematic robot model, and ubiquitous Jacobian matrix, which allows us to control the orientation of the main body of a robot by adjusting the control input to its actuators. Controlling the orientation of the main body of a robot is important because it is typically where the sensors, scientific payload, and/or manipulators are attached. The experiments on aerial and underwater vehicles using the same algorithm show how this method can translate across different platforms and actuation methods. The simulation and experimental results are shown in this paper on air (µMORUS) and sea (AquaShoko) platforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Every day we are witnessing robots moving towards applications beyond the structured environment of a manufacturing plant. This requires the robots to abandon the standard fixed base paradigm and adopt the concept of floating base. This is not a new concept, but rather a well-known research problem in mobile robotics [1] . However, in order to truly abandon the concept of fixed base, one must move towards applications that allow the robot to float in water [2] , [3] and space [4] or even fly [5] . Simultaneously, as the interest in unmanned aerial vehicles peaks, aerial manipulation has become one of the most prominent research fields of robotics. Researchers demonstrated application scenarios that include contact based inspection [6] with fully actuated interaction [7] , transportation and assembly [8] , and even complex interaction tasks involving opening doors [9] or turning valves [10] . The control of floating base, aerial robots has been the focal point of our work for several years. During this time we derived an adaptive control method for moment variations, performed several notable missions, and explored the effect of contact forces on the floating base of aerial robots [11] .
So far, from the first reported experiment in [12] , all the way to the most recent geometric based control approaches in SE(3) space [13] , [14] , a common denominator of the stateof-the-art is that it observes the payload as a disturbance to the classical control approach of rotorcraft aerial vehicles (i.e. rotor speed variation). Pounds et al. explored the effect added payload and the corresponding shift in the center of mass have on the stability of a standard linear ProportionalIntegral-Derivative (PID) attitude controller [15] . Palunko and Fierro [16] proposed an adaptive control approach to solve the problem of dynamic variations in the center of mass while transporting additional load. Working in this field provoked the idea to rethink the way we observe the payload, not as a disturbance but, rather as the means to control the floating body of the manipulator.
First use-case to demonstrate this approach was a quadruped robot (Figure 1 ), equipped with a 2DOF tail used to stabilize the body [17] . To that end, a recursive algorithm that moves the tail in order to balance the robot was proposed. The successful results from these ground experiments led us to propose a control mechanism based on centroid position control (i.e. Centroid Vectoring). FIGURE 1. Centroid Vectoring control for floating base robots: maritime, ground and aerial applications. Orange highlighted areas show the moving mass used for centroid vectoring on each robot. Robots: µMORUS UAV (Top) and AquaShoko UUV (Right) as the focus of this paper; and Dynarobin UGV (Left) from our previous work [17] .
Similar concepts have been studied as a means to control mobile robots, underwater, and space vehicles [18] - [20] , or even small coaxial vehicle [21] . We adapted this technique in order to solve the inherent problem of slow dynamics of internal combustion engine (ICE) powered rotors [22] . To the best of authors knowledge, [22] reports the first experimental results of centroid vectoring control of quadrotor Unmanned Aerial System (UAS).
As the first contribution of the paper, in Section II we start by deriving a generalized mathematical model for robot attitude dynamics applicable see (buoyancy) and air (gravity). Next we proceed to derive a generalized control principle in Section III, taking into account both the Center of Buoyancy (CoB) and the Center of Gravity (CoG). We envision a scenario where Centroid Vectoring is deployed to plan the trajectories for multi degree of freedom floating base manipulators, while utilizing their null space in order to stabilize the body during manipulation. As the final contribution of the paper, in the following sections we show the results of two use case scenarios both in simulation and in real-world experiments: (Section IV) aerial robot µMORUS equipped with linear masses which clearly shows moving the center of mass can be used similarly as the classical control theory; (Section V) underwater legged robot AquaShoko with revolute joints that paints a picture how this approach can be applied to more complex high degree of freedom manipulators.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
We apply the rigid body theory, modeling each robot as a system of coupled rigid bodies to derive the angular momentum expression (1) and the rate of change of angular momentum (2), valid for both robots. We then model more specific external torques unique to each robot (3) . Finally, we recognize the principles that can be utilized to control the robot's attitude dynamics.
The total angular momentum of a floating base robot equipped with coupled rigid bodies is given by
where we express all quantities in Euclidean R 3 space, with respect to (w.r.t) the frame attached to the robot's CoG (L CoG ). Thus, H s represents the robot's angular momentum, as the robot's angular velocity, I s and I i as the moments of inertia of the robot and i-th rigid body, m i , r c,i , v c,i , and ω c,i as the mass of the i-th rigid body, its position, velocity, and angular velocity w.r.t. L CoG . The orientation of the L CoG does not change in time and it is initially aligned with the L 0 frame, which is a frame attached to the central robot body. The L CoG orientation is depicted in Figure 3 and Figure 12 for the aerial and underwater robot, respectively.
Many nonlinear dynamics terms stem from differentiating (1), because H s is expressed in the L CoG , which is a moving frame of reference. However, in our recent work on aerial robots [22] , we have shown that the dominant dynamics is sufficiently captured through the following approximation
where d dt represents time derivative of a quantity expressed in the moving frame of reference. We obtained (2) by utilizing a standard linearization technique which cancels higher order terms (i.e. products of the two or more dynamical quantities), which is valid for small angular velocities. One can easily show that (2) is valid, not only for the aerial robot, but for the underwater robot as well, if the assumption of small angular velocities is satisfied.
Next, we recognize external torques acting on each robot. Newton's laws imply that the sum of these torques equals the time derivative of the angular momentum
where the first term on the right hand side captures the robot's propulsion system torques (e.g. thrust and induced drag of an aerial robot), the second term represents the moment of the buoyancy, whereas the last term represents reaction forces due to the contact with the environment. Therefore, r c,j , F j and M j represent the position, force and torque of the j-th propulsion system w.r.t. as the ratio of the robot's overall density (ρ r ) and fluid density (ρ w ) [23] , and r c,k as the position of the k-th contact force (F k ) w.r.t. L CoG . Although this seems counterintuitive, one should note that, as we model angular momentum w.r.t. the robot's CoG, the moment produced by the gravity force is zero. 16022 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Schematic of the attitude control concept based on centroid vectoring. The concept consists of an attitude controller, which generates the CoG reference. The reference is multiplied by the pseudoinverse Jacobian matrix to obtain desired change of the control variables. Finally, the control variables are distributed among robot's joints to achieve desired torques.
To compute the CoG position (r 0,c ) and CoB position (r 0,b ) w.r.t. the robot base frame (L 0 ), and their relative position r c,b = r 0,b − r 0,c , the Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) parameters and methodology can be used (see Table 1 for AquaShoko DH parameters). Using these parameters, the transform matrices T i 0 between the origin frame L 0 and each joint's CoG can be systematically obtained. Using r 0,i and R 0,i as the translation and rotation component of T i 0 , the equations for the CoG and CoB are given by
where m i as the i-th joint mass, v i = ρ i ρ w as the ratio of the i-th joint density (ρ i ) and fluid density (ρ w ), and S i as the offset of the i-th joint CoB w.r.t. CoG in the i-th joint coordinate frame.
III. CENTROID VECTORING CONTROL CONCEPT
We use the term centroid to name the generalized weighted arithmetic mean of the body. Depending on the weight factor, this could be the center of gravity or the center of buoyancy (4). The first relates to the mass of the body parts, whereas the latter accounts for the displaced volume of a fluid produced from those same parts. In our work, we use both forces, gravity and buoyancy, to control the direction of the torque vector applied to the robot's body, and in turn, control its attitude. Note that from (3), the attitude can be controlled by either varying the amplitude of the torque vector or its direction. While the former has been studied extensively in the literature, the later is a rather novel concept that we explore in this paper.
In the proposed generalized control scheme (Figure 2 ), we design an attitude controller that gives the desired change in the relative position of the CoG w.r.t. the robot's base frame L 0 or w.r.t. the CoB. We denote this relative position vector with p(u), and we compute it for both robots in L 0 frame. Thus, for the aerial robot we have p(u) = r 0,c , and for the underwater p(u) = r 0,b − r 0,c . Here we introduce u as a control vector. Transformation between the joints' vector and control vector is given by
where we introduce distribution matrix D ∈ R n×λ , which presents a linear transformation from joint space q = [q 1 . . . q n ] T to control vector space u = [u 1 . . . u λ ] T . Note that we allow to constrain some of the robot's degrees of freedom, thus λ <= n. This fact allows us to harness the null space of the robot in order to, for instance, control the attitude of the body and manipulate its surroundings at the same time.
To find the control vector u, given the desired position of the CoG, one can solve the inverse kinematics problem for p(u). However, in this paper we do not solve explicitly the inverse kinematics problem, but rather use Jacobian matrix J that describes how the CoG shifts given small changes in the control vector
where J(u) ∈ R 3×λ . Specifically, in each step of the control algorithm we use distribution matrix and pseudoinverse Jacobian matrix (J † ) 1 to obtain the desired change in joint positions q as a function of the desired variation in the CoG position p
To show the benefits of using the Jacobian matrix in the control loop, we compute the open loop transfer function that describes robot's attitude dynamics. Letting χ(s) ∈ R 3×1 to denote Euler angles, H(s) ∈ R 3×3 as a linearized model of an Euler angles change given a small change in vector p(s), we write
where q r as a reference (desired) joint vector, u r as a reference control vector, p r as a reference CoG vector, and G(s)
as a n × n diagonal matrix representing actuators' dynamics. If we assume that all actuator have the same dynamics modeled by transfer function g(s), then G(s) = g(s)I n , with I n as a n × n identity matrix. Replacing for G(s) into (8), we obtain
From (9) we conclude that by multiplying the attitude controller output by pseudoinverse Jacobian (J † p r ) in each step we modify the gains of the controller structure, which yields an adaptive controller. This adaptation compensates for possible nonlinearities in the expression of the CoG position w.r.t. L 0 (aerial robot) or CoB (underwater robot). Second, through the Jacobian matrix we seamlessly obtain a control structure for multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) systems, such as the robots considered in this paper. Third, it can be shown that the Jacobian matrix diminishes possible coupling between the robot's degrees of freedom. It is also worth mentioning that using the Jacobian allows us to easily switch between the robots, and use the same control architecture, where only the Jacobian and the controller parameters are adjusted. We demonstrate this property in the remainder of the paper by applying this control concept to two types of robots.
Furthermore, (9) implies that an attitude controller (the leftmost component in Figure 2 ) can be designed using the robot's linearized dynamical model H(s) and joints' dynamics g (s) . In this work, we use cascade PID controllers for both the aerial and underwater robot. An interested reader can find more details on the controller's structure and root-locus based design in our previous work [22] .
In the same work we have analyzed in detail the controller bandwidth for the aerial robot application. In particular, analyzing aerial vehicle control in the frequency domain, we have shown that the centroid vectoring concept surpasses the traditional control based on rotors' variations in terms of the system crossover frequency, i.e. in terms of the system bandwidth. Furthermore, we have recognized the joints' dynamics as a dominant dynamical factor, determining the necessary dynamical parameters that provide satisfactory system robustness and speed. However, the same analysis has shown that the joints' saturation presents a bigger challenge to system stability and robustness than the bandwidth. To solve this problem, in our recent work we have introduced the midranging control concept that combines the centroid vectoring control with rotors' variations [24] . This concept can be adopted if large disturbances are expected that could not be compensated solely by the joints' displacement. (Figure 3 ) is a quadrotor aerial robot with capability to control its CoG through the links dubbed the moving masses. It is a fully electrical vehicle designed as a platform for testing and verifying the attitude control concept based on CoG vectoring. 
IV. AERIAL ROBOT -µMORUS µMORUS

A. CONTROL
The key component of an aerial robot is a propulsion system (i.e. rotors) that keeps the robot airborne. We emphasize once more, that when one observes the torques from the CoG, the torques that dominate the attitude dynamics are the product of the propulsion system only (the first term in (3)). Gravity is indirectly accounted for, solely because the propulsion system has to overpower it. The buoyancy in the air is negligible, and we assume that there is no interaction with the environment. However, for this type of robot the second term in (2), which describes the influence of the moving mass acceleration to the attitude dynamics, cannot be neglected. Although produced from physically different phenomena, this dynamic component is similar to rotor flapping. We have shown in [22] that this term causes zeros in the system dynamics, whose character depends on the vertical offset of the moving masses w.r.t. L 0 . The influence of the zeros vanishes if the moving masses are vertically aligned with the CoG, which is in practice difficult to achieve.
Without loss of generality, to control the CoG, we propose using four prismatic joints, which actuate the links dubbed, the moving masses. Careful reader should note, that the same effect could be achieved with any multi degree of freedom manipulator, as long we know its Jacobian transform. For a more complete nonlinear analysis, reader is directed to [25] . The moving masses are placed in each motor arm, and as we use a plus configuration of the quadrotor, we have four additional degrees of freedom at our disposal. For this type of robot, we propose to use two control variables u 1 and u 2 , which couple the motion of the moving masses in the opposing arms (arms 1-3 and 2-4) with q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 as the moving mass positions relative to their initial position (the center of each arm). Thus, the distribution matrix D for this robot is given by (12) . The expression for r o,c is now derived as
where µ represents the ratio of the moving mass weight and overall robot weight, and z m as the vertical displacement of the moving masses w.r.t. L 0 . The Jacobian matrix J of (11) is a block-diagonal constant matrix
Consequently, we control the position of the CoG centroid in the horizontal plane, but not its vertical offset. This allows us to control the roll and pitch of the body through CoG positioning. For the yaw control we utilize the traditional principle based on the rotors' speed variations.
To obtain linearized dynamics of attitude control suitable for linear control system design, we adopt the first order approximation for the hovering conditions (
Using this assumption in (2) and (3), we obtain the first order approximation of the attitude dynamics.
A cascade structure was used for the attitude controller for this robot. The inner loop of the cascade controls the angular rate, the outer loop controls the angle. We use PID controllers for both the inner and outer loop as well as for the altitude and yaw controllers. A linearized model of the vehicle (13) and root-locus analysis [22] was used to determine the control gains.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
To test the CoG control concept, we utilize the simulation model of the aerial vehicle developed in the Gazebo simulator [22] . In the first simulation, we simply command step references to the vehicle to show its response. In the second simulation, we demonstrate the superiority of the Centroid Vectoring controller over classical rotors' variations based roll/pitch controller in conditions where rotors operate close to their saturation point.
1) BASIC VALIDATION OF THE CoG BASED CONTROL CONCEPT
In top part of Figure 4 , we give responses of the roll and pitch angles given a sequence of pitch references. We obtain smooth responses of the pitch angle with rise time 0.54 s and overshoot 5.4%. One can observe that there is almost no influence of the pitch motion on the roll axis, which is mainly due to the plus configuration of the quadrotor that we use. In Figure 5 we give corresponding joints' responses (i.e. moving masses' positions). Dominant motion is observed in the moving masses 1 and 3 response, which are responsible for producing pitching torque required to track the desired angle. At the same time, the moving masses 2 and 4 compensate only a slow disturbance that occurs in the roll axis. As a consequence of the disturbances, the moving masses steady state positions are not zero. This disturbance is the result of the rotor flapping force and vertical displacement of the rotors from the CoG, which eventually produces a slowly changing moment [26] , compensated with integral component.
2) TRADITIONAL UAV CONTROL VS CoG VECTORING CONTROL
As one of the main contributions of this paper, this simulation serves to demonstrate the benefits of using the Centroid Vectoring control concept for multirotor UAVs in conditions of the rotors operating close to their saturation point, where the traditional control concept fails to stabilize the vehicle. We argue that such a control concept can be applied to an existing UAV equipped with a multi degree of freedom manipulator in order to enhance its stability during operations that include transporting or manipulating objects utilizing manipulators null space.
We run two parallel simulations, one with traditional controller based on rotors' variations, and the other with the Centroid Vectoring control concept. Both attitude controllers have the same structure: a pair of cascade linear PID controllers for roll and pitch axis. The design of the PID gains for traditional approach has been addressed in our previous work [22] . Both vehicles also have the same size, run the same height and yaw controllers (linear PID controllers), and have the rotors saturation set to 8% above the hovering velocity. After settling at 1.0 m, vehicles are commanded to raise altitude to 5.0 m. In Figure 6 , we show the 3D trajectories and rotors' speeds of both vehicles during these experiments, demonstrating how Centroid Vectoring outperforms the traditional control, which crashes during the attempt.
C. ROBOTIC TEST PLATFORM
The base of the µMORUS vehicle is a modified ArduCopter platform. The vehicle contains a standard set of brushless DC motors and electronic speed controllers to produce required thrust. A Pixhawk flight controller, with a modified PX4 software stack, provides IMU measurements (angle, angular velocity) for the control algorithms, and receives pilot's commands through an RC controller. To compare the rotors' variations control with the Centroid Vectoring control, we have implemented both algorithms on the µMORUS vehicle. In particular, the roll angle is controlled in a traditional way, and the pitch angle is controlled through the Centroid Vectoring. To that end, we have installed the moving mass mechanisms on two motor arms in X axis (Figure 3) . The moving mass mechanism is comprised of a stepper motor and rack and pinion mechanism shown in bottom left image of Figure 3 . We use a tether to power the vehicle and to communicate with the flight controller (bottom part of Figure 4 ).
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the conducted experiments, the vehicle was controlled manually (i.e. thrust, yaw rate, roll and pitch angles) by a pilot through the RC controller. Several snapshots of the vehicle in flight are shown in Figure 4 . We reiterate that we run both classical and Centroid Vectoring control on separate axes. As one of the main contributions of the paper, the results Figure 7 . One can notice that there is a constant offset in both the masses' positions and rotors' speeds, which is required to compensate for a constant disturbance due to the unbalanced vehicle.
V. UNDERWATER ROBOT-AQUASHOKO
AquaShoko is an underwater legged robot with long thin legs designed to reduce disturbances and vortexes caused by the robot's motions. With its ability to change its center of mass/buoyancy, it serves as an ideal platform to confirm the algorithm defined in Section III through both real-world and simulation tests.
A. CONTROL
As AquaShoko is not equipped with an active propulsion system, the only available torque for attitude control is the result of the relative distance between the CoB and CoG (the second term on the right hand side (RHS) in (3)). Here we consider the robot only during the dive and assume there is no interaction with the ground. The floating base of the robot becomes its end effector, equipped with sensors and tools. Hence it is important to control its attitude to make sure the robot lands safely no matter of how it is thrown in the water, and that during the dive it can observe its surroundings, as shown on right side of Figure 8 .
To control the moment produced by the buoyancy, we control three revolute joints of the robot's legs (see Figure 8) . The torque resulting from this displacement is in turn used to control the turning moment of the floating body. Due to the design, only a portion of the degrees of freedom, the first two joints of each leg, are used. The third joint can be controlled separately, and used to control the tip of the legs in order to land properly on the bottom, thus utilizing the null space of the robot. During the dive, the third joint does not influence the resulting torques and as such is locked at a constant angle. Just like in classical quadrotor control, we group the corresponding joints (i.e. pair of joints on the opposing legs) in 4 control variables (legs 1-3 and 2-4) [23] 
By defining the order of joint variables as q = q 11 q 12 q 21 q 22 q 31 q 32 q 41 q 42 T (15) and given (14), a distribution matrix for AquaShoko is obtained
The construction of the robot allows us to assume that the mass and the buoyancy of the first, second and fourth links are negligible [23] , whereas the buoyancy of the third link equals the link's weight (i.e. ν i = 1 in (4)). The origin of the third link's buoyancy is displaced from the link's CoG by
The density of the robot's central body is slightly greater than the density of water, which allows the robot to sink. Note that we enumerate the links according to the DH notation. Under those assumptions, using (4) and DH parameters (see Figure 9 and Table 1 ), we derive the expression for r c,b , the vector distance between the CoG and CoB 
To derive the necessary equations describing the attitude dynamics, we adopt the standard small angle assumption and approximation, neglect the second order dynamics and assume that the motion of the quadruped and the joints are slow. These are reasonable assumptions, given that the robot operates in a fluid. Employing these assumptions in (2) and (3), we write the first order approximation of the nonlinear dynamic vector
Even though this model neglects various dynamic effects, it demonstrates how one controls the attitude of the robot using its own degrees of freedom (the first term on the RHS of (19)). One can show that a standard PID controller can be used to stabilize the vehicle [22] , however this goes beyond the scope of this paper.
B. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation model of the AquaShoko robot has been developed in the Gazebo Sim based on the CAD model [27] . The middleware used to control the robot is a high-speed low-latency process based system compatible with the x-Ach family of controllers [28] , which utilizes the Ach IPC [29] . Higher level functionality is controlled via ROS [30] . The resulting system is called Shoko-Ach [31] . A detailed description on the construction and methodology behind AquaShoko can be found in [23] . The same Ach middleware is used to communicate with the real and simulated robot's joints. This architecture allows for seamless controller transfer between simulated and real-world experiments.
We have utilized the simulation to tune the Jacobian based attitude controller described in Section III. As an attitude controller, we have used two PID controllers, one for roll axis, and another for pitch axis. The initial gains of the controllers have been analytically determined based on root-locus analysis of the robot's linearized model, similar as in previous work on aerial vehicles with the CoG control concept [22] . Note that without using additional propulsion system, buoyancy distribution allows us to effectively control only roll and pitch angles.
In the simulation, the robot is dropped in water, and during its slow decent the pitch set-point is set to 0.0 rad, 0.2 rad, and −0.2 rad with a period of 10 second between set-point changes. That reference resulted in a rise-time of approximately 1.5 s and overshoot 2.15 % to a step input of 0.2 rad, shown in top part of Figure 10 . In Figure 11 , we depict the responses of the robot's joint positions, responsible for achieving the desired floating base angle. To track the desired pitch angle, the first and second joints of the legs 1 and 3 are controlled according to (14) and pseudoinverse of Jacobian (18) . At the same time, other joints are controlled in order to compensate for the coupling torque that occurs in the roll axis. 
C. ROBOTIC TEST PLATFORM
AquaShoko (Figure 8 ) is constructed as a quadruped robot. It is capable of carrying a gripper and a sensory apparatus mounted on its main body. With the ability to control its attitude, the robot can be deployed by dropping it off of the side of a surface vessel and autonomously achieve any desired orientation. We envision a scenario where a robot is deployed on search and retrieve mission to bring back a certain object from the bottom. By controlling its attitude, one can direct the sensors in order to expand the field of view and increase the chances of finding the desired object during descent. Through the proposed control concept, the robot can achieve this, without the added complexity of additional gimbal, simply by shifting its center of buoyancy w.r.t. its center of gravity. This notable mission is depicted in Figure 8 .
The AquaShoko is IP-68@5m rated and has a tip to tip leg span of more than 2m. The overall buoyancy of the robot is slightly less than neutrally buoyant. This is an important assumption, since it allows us to neglect the hydrodynamic forces, which would otherwise significantly influence the robot's dynamics. The surface of the robot exposed to hydrodynamic drag is also small, which further justifies our assumption.
Power and communications is sent in and out of each aquapod. The power source is a 10 cell NiMH battery, because unlike LiPo, NiMH batteries are safer to use in water. An on-board computer is used to control and read the position, torque, and other states from each actuator. A 9-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU) is attached to the base of the robot. Communications/power tether is used to connect to the robot when submerged during bench tests (see Section V-B).
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In these experiments we show that we can control the attitude of the AquaShoko using the control algorithm from Section III. To be able to repetitively test the physical platform, the motion was restricted to rotation around the Y axis only.In doing this the robot is submerged in 1.5 m of water placed on a low friction fulcrum rotating around the Y axis. This allows us to repetitively test the attitude controller around the Y axis. We argue that, due to the robot symmetry in X and Y axis, the conclusions obtained from the experiments in Y axis can be generalized and applied to X axis as well. The full test fixture can be seen in Figure 12 .
Test results in Figure 13 show stable behavior of attitude control. Since the proposed dynamic model does not capture the complete dynamics of the system (i.e. fulcrum, hydrodynamic drag, etc), the results slightly differ from the simulation. Fulcrum introduces additional minimum phase zero, and nonlinear dynamics in the system, especially observed on the negative side of pitch angle dynamics, where overshoot increases from 25 to 50%, nevertheless the system remains stable and controllable. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we focused on the control of distribution of mass as a means to control the body of a floating base robot. We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed control paradigm in air and underwater, adding to our previous results with ground robots. We have shown our recent experimental results with two platforms: underwater -AquaShoko and aerial -uMORUS. The results clearly show that the proposed control approach is capable of stabilizing the robots.
Furthermore, we have shown a side by side a comparison of classical rotorcraft control strategy and the proposed method. The results support our analysis demonstrating that Centroid Vectoring works comparably well to classical control approach, and is capable of stabilizing the vehicle body in case of saturated rotors (i.e. heavy payload). For future work in aerial manipulation, we intend to test the proposed control approach on a heavy duty large ICE powered quadrotor platform MORUS. Furthermore, we plan to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy on a high degree of freedom manipulator attached to the body of the UAV.
Finally, we have shown that our underwater platform, AquaShoko successfully uses the same control paradigm to control the attitude of its body. Through experiments we have shown that it can maintain its orientation submerged underwater without using additional propulsion systems. 
